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Studies of coastal morphodynamics increasingly focus on quantification of relationships between processes, form,
and function of dynamic beach systems because wave climates and beach sediments interact to collectively produce
distinctive types of beaches. This classifies beach types in terms beach morphology, field investigations and
interpretation of aerial photography and bathymetric data. Regionalization of coastal morphodynamic patterns in
turn facilitates compartmentalization of hazard zones (risks to coastal infrastructure associated with extreme
meteorological events such as northeasters, tropical storms, and hurricanes) and beach safety to swimmers. The
approach adopted here classifies morphological and geographical variability of beach types and indicates coastal
hazards designations. Results indicate that the parameter is strongly influenced by cross-shore selective sorting of
bimodal sediments. General beach morphology is approximated by the parameter but hardgrounds and coastal
structures induce variability to beach morphology that is not detected by the calculations. The east Florida coast is
divided into five morphological compartments and 24 sub-segments with distinct hazard levels. The higher hazard
level, in reference to coastal flooding due to storm impact, was the dune-less dissipative beaches of the Daytona
coastal segment. The least hazardous beaches were undeveloped, intermediate beaches of the Cape Canaveral and
Sebastian Inlet State park area.
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ABSTRACT

Morphodynamic Classification of Beaches on the Atlantic Coast of Florida:
Geographical Variability of Beach Types, Beach Safety and Coastal Hazards

Benedet, L. †; Finkl, C.W. † ‡; Klein,A.H.F.

INTRODUCTION

Although many well-known beaches occur along the
Atlantic coast of Florida ( Cape Canaveral, Daytona Beach,
Palm Beach, Fort Lauderdale Beach, and Miami Beach), they
remain unclassified except for generalized coastal energy-level
descriptions by T (1960). This paper classifies beach
types in terms beach morphology, based on W and S
(1984), and describes morphological and morphodynamic
trends along the Florida east coast. Regionalization of coastal
morphodynamic patterns in turn is seen as a means to facilitate
'compartmentalization' of hazard zones (risks associated with
extreme meteorological events) and beach safety levels. The
approach adopted here is thus two pronged, to classify
morphological and geographical variability of beach types and
to indicate overarching coastal hazards designations.

The morphodynamic classification of beaches is based on the
application of a dimensionless fall velocity parameter, referred
to by wave climate
and specific gravity of sand grain sizes. The systematization of
beach types has been widely applied in Australia to define a
three-dimensional beach model ( S , 1999) and is here
adapted to conditions along the Florida east coast. Essential
relationships upon which the system is based are given in Eq. 1.

(1)

Where Hb is the wave breaker height, T is the wave period
and Ws is the sediment fall velocity.

Application of Eq. 1 results in a classification scheme that
defines a range of discrete beach morphologies that are
produced by definitive processes

beach cusps), high degree of shoreline
mobility, and moderate rates of backshore transitioning.
Intermediate beaches are subdivided into four distinct types:
(1) longshore bar-trough; (2) rhythmic bar and beach
(crescentic bars); (3) transverse bar and beach; (4) ridge and
runnel or

es tend to lack rhythmic shoreline
morphologic features and the beach is usually flat and
compacted.

The study area encompasses coastal sectors of nine counties
(from north to south: Volusia, Cape Canaveral, Brevard, Indian
River, St. Lucie, Martin, Palm Beach, Broward, and Miami-
Dade) that span about 385 km of oceanfront (Figure 1). The
Florida east coast, which transits about 626 km from the
Georgia State line to Key Biscayne in Miami, is classified by

(2004) as a broadly Eolittoral allomorphic coast resulting
from leio-morphogenesis that contains long but relatively
straight beach segments, except in areas immediately downdrift
from large rock outcrops or jetties where there are meso-scale
parabolic beaches.

The east coast of the Florida Peninsula occurs subaerially
over a large carbonate platform that contains a thick
sedimentary sequence that dates from the Jurassic (Mesozoic
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the Greek letter omega (Ù), that is related to

Ù = Hb/TWs

where reflective beaches
(Ù<1) (comprised by medium- to coarse-grained sands) are

associated with surging breakers, low wave heights, constant
wave reflection, no bars, steep beach profiles, and low sediment
transport mostly as bed-load. Intermediate beaches (1< Ù<6)
(containing fine- to medium-grained sand) are characterized by
medium wave height and period, plunging to spilling breakers,
one or two bars, cellular circulation with rip currents, rhythmic
shoreline features (

low tide terrace. Dissipative beaches (Ù>6)
(containing fine-grained sediments) feature relatively large
waves, low reflectivity of waves, multiple low-relief bars, flat
topography of the berm - beachface, and multiple spilling
breakers. Dissipative beach
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Era) to the Miocene (Cenozoic Era) (viz. from about 180 to 5
million years ago) (D , 1997). Regional studies by G
and P (1965) show that the calcium carbonate content of
Florida's Atlantic coast beach sediments range up to 55% (by
weight) ( Cocoa Beach), with many beaches containing >
40% carbonate (< 60% siliciclastics). The high calcium
carbonate content of these beach sediments is largely attributed
to the high carbonate productivity of the local warm waters (see,
for example, G , 1963). The mean grain sizes of
nearshore sediments increase from north to south, as the content
of siliciclastics decreases and the calcium carbonate content
increases, viz. 0.20 mm in Volusia County to 0.4 mm in Miami-
Dade County within 100 m of the shore (C , 1994),
but coarser values in the southern part of the study area may
reach 0.7 - 0.9 mm due to shell fragmentation.

Bedrock of the Anastasia Formation is exposed onshore or
buried at a shallow depth (2-3 m for native berms) below
present-day beaches. Sand dunes fronting back beaches were
commonly leveled for high-rise development so that today,
incipient dunes only develop where buildings or infrastructure
is setback from the shore. Seawalls preclude dune formation in
back of many beaches along this developed shore.

Wave data for the 20 years of record were reduced to yearly
and monthly averages using a Fortran code developed by
Coastal Planning & Engineering, Inc. Wave breaker height
calculations used direct statistical averages of significant wave
height records (WIS data). Breaker height was approximated by
using an equation derived by and (1973) from
a semi-empirical relationship for breaker height index given by:

= 0.56 (H /L ) (2)

is the breaker height index, the coefficient 0.56 is
based on experimental and field data, H is the unrefracted
deepwater

Beach sand data collected along the east coast of Florida by
. (1994) is used here to determine site-specific

(beach profile) grain sizes. Samples were collected in water
depths ranging from mean sea level (NGVD27) to -3.66 m.

Composite (average throughout the beach profile) and
'single' (individual sample taken at a specific elevation) mean
grain size results (expressed in mm) were used to calculate
sediment fall velocities (Ws) across the beach profile.
Composite grain size values for each profile were calculated by
averaging the mean grain sizes for all cross-shore sample
stations (B , 2004).

Beach morphological features, ascertained and recorded
during field inspections, were supplemented by analysis of
aerial imagery and interpretation of detailed bathymetric data.
Aerial imagery was obtained from the FDEP (Florida
Department of Environmental Protection) and local or county
sources. Field inspections and site visits were conducted
throughout the entire study area over a two-year period with
research funding provided by the IHRC (International
Hurricane Research Center in Miami). Identifications of
submarine and subaerial beach morphology were entered into a
GIS framework.
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significant wave height, and L is the deepwater
wavelength. In order to account for the so-called “wave shadow
effect” produced by the position of the Bahamian Archipelago

to the east of Palm Beach, Broward, and Miami-Dade counties,
empirical wave-reduction factors of 15% were assumed.

Beaches on the Atlantic coast of Florida are compositionally
variable because, within the matrix of siliciclastics there are
admixtures of biogenic materials that contribute a calcium
carbonate component. The biogenic materials are typically
coarser grained and derived locally offshore whereas the finer-
grained siliciclastics have a provenance in crystalline and
'metasedimentary' terrains in the southeastern part of the United

o

Florida Beach Classification and Hazards

Figure 1. Study area along the Florida east coast displaying counties surveyed and WIS stations used to generate wave statistics.
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States. The overall trend of increasing grain size from north to
south is exemplified in Figure 2 by linear regression and
moving average trend lines. The general trend in composite
grain sizes by station value, although quite variable, is still
evident but not as clearly as in smoothed curves. Extreme peaks
in the curve are related to extensive submarine exposure of the
Anastasia Formation in Brevard and Indian counties ( .

2003) where shell fragments are winnowed by wave
action offshore and transported onshore.

Wave characteristics for the study area were defined by
statistical averaging of significant wave heights and peak
periods. These analyses are based on hindcast wave data (WIS
data; and 1989) for the period 1976 to 1995
at six selected offshore stations (Stations 09,11, 13, 15, 18, 23;
Figure 1). Average significant wave height along the study area
varies from 0.9 m at Station 09 offshore Dade County to 1.3 m
for Stations 15 and 18 offshore Brevard County. Minimum
wave height occurs during the summer months ( . 0.59 m
average for Station 09 and 0.84 m average for Station 18) while
maximum significant wave heights predominates during winter
months (e.g. 1.1 m average for Station 09 and 1.55 m average
for Station 18).

The first compartment, the Daytona coastal segment, which
extends from northern Volusia County to central Brevard
County, is dominated by beaches that exhibit values generally
above 6. The Daytona coastal segment is thus comprised by
dissipative beaches, as defined in the and
(1984) classification scheme. The second regional
compartment, Sebastian coastal segment, which occurs from
central Brevard County to the southern-most extent of Indian
River County, is characterized by values between 2 and 4. The
Sebastian coastal segment thus contains beaches of
intermediate morphotypes. The third compartment, Fort Pierce
coastal segment, is located between northern St. Lucie County
and southern Martin County. This morphological coastal
segment, which is influenced by two major inlets (Fort Pierce
and St. Lucie), is characterized by values that range in value
from 5 to 8. According to this span of the a-dimensional
parameter, morphotypes here thus range from intermediate to
dissipative beaches in the and (1984)
classification. The fourth compartment, the Miami coastal

segment, occurs south of the Martin - Palm Beach county line to
Key Biscayne The Miami segment is characterized by a
gradual decrease in from 5 in northern Palm Beach County
to a value around 1 in southern Miami-Dade County (see
Figure 3).

Beach morphology, presence or absence of dunes and
presence/absence of coastal development were used as
parameters to define coastal hazard levels to storms along the
Florida east coast. The approach adopted is based on the
empirical fact that a steeper beach, with well-developed dune
systems and absence of development will experience no
significant negative effects during storms (no coastal properties
or human lives will be harmed in this situation). On the other
end of the spectrum, a relatively flat dissipative beach, without
the protection of dunes, and with a dense beachfront
development will be highly susceptible to coastal flooding,
damages to coastal infrastructures and harm to human lives
during intense NE storms and hurricanes. The approach
complement the one presented by (1983; 1994) that
related storm surge flood susceptibility along SE Florida based
mostly on land topography, presence/absence of dunes and
geological inheritance.

Detailed associations and combinations of beach state or
morphotype, presence or absence of dunes, and whether a shore
is developed, with/without dunes for developed/undeveloped
shores as summarized in Table 1, key out to twenty-four (24)
subsections of coast with different coastal hazard levels. The
spatial distribution of these combined parameters is shown in
Figure 4.

Wide range of terminologies have been applied to coastal
zones in attempts to designate levels of danger or the
hazardousness of the area to storms, particularly surge and
flooding. Most approaches are based on elevation and various
morphological parameters such as beach width, dune thickness,
and nearshore-offshore bathymetry. Considerations also
include angle of approach, duration, and forward movement of
the storm system and the type of coastal environment that is
being affected. All morphological parameters being equal, fast
moving hurricanes that approach the coast normally or at high
angles will tend to quickly overwhelm and inundate the shore.

As far as beach morphodynamics are concerned, dissipative
beaches are more stable under high energy conditions than
intermediate or reflective morphotypes. Morphodynamic
stability is, however, inversely related to hazard classification.
Even though dissipative beaches tend to be morphodynamically
stable, they also tend to be quickly submerged by setup and
surge thereby increasing the risk to developed shorelines
fronting these morphotypes.

Risk from storm surge decreases in a relative sense as
morphotypes change from dissipative states to intermediate to
reflective, but the morphodynamic stability increases. It is thus
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Average peak periods fluctuate from 7 s at
Station 09 to 9 s at Stations 15, 18 and 23).

Beach grain size and wave statistics (H and period) were
combined to calculate values in order to define beach types
occurring along the east Florida shore.

A plot of Omega results, as shown in Figure 3, indicate a
compartmentalization of the coast into four distinct
morphologic segments that represent similar beach
morphotypes.

Regional Beach TypeAssessment

Morphodynamic Stability Zones, Coastal
Hazards, and Beach Safety
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Figure 3. Trends of calculated omega values and smoothed
moving averages for the east coast of Florida showing the
regionalization of beaches into morphotypes on the basis of
morphodynamic parameters.

Figure 2. Trend of composite beach grain sizes for the east coast
of Florida, showing a general increase in grain size from north
(Volusia County) to south (Miami-Dade County). Moving
average trends smooth out stational variations whereas the
linear regression line shows the overall tendency in spatial
grain-size distribution.
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possible to set up morphodynamic stability zones (MSZ) and
coastal hazard zones based on the classification of beach types
according to the morphodynamic model based on the
dimensionless fall velocity of beach sediments, field
observations, and interpretation of georeferenced aerial
photographs. Categorization of the Florida Atlantic coast in
terms of risk from

developed shore), (3) (intermediate beach
morphotypes, with dune, developed shore), and (4)
(dissipative-intermediate beach morphotypes, undeveloped
shores). Because this subdivision of the coast is predicated on
present conditions, hazard risk categories may change over
time as beach widths are modified due to background plus
accelerated erosion or beach renourishment projects.

Decreasing beach widths would, for example, generally
increase the risk level because narrow beaches provide less
protection from storms. Clearly, narrowing of beach widths
along dissipative and intermediate beach morphotypes with no
dunes and developed shores will elevate the risk category and,
conversely, widening of beaches though renourishment will
decrease the hazard potential.

Beach safety is concerned with meteorological and
hydrodynamic risk parameters that potentially place the public
(beachgoers, swimmers) in harms way. According to
(1999), the most common elements of risk for all beaches

include water depth, breaking waves, and surfzone currents
( rip currents). Of these identified hazards, rip currents pose
the greatest threat to beachgoers. (2003), using a
six-year long data record of beach rescues, discovered that rip
currents were responsible for 90% of the rescues on southern
Brazil beaches. Rip currents are commonly associated with
beaches where rhythmic morphology occurs in the form of
crescentic bars, transverse bars, and cuspate beaches. On the
Atlantic coast of Florida, dissipative beaches in the Daytona
segment are less susceptible to the development of strong rips
during most of the year. Exceptions occur during prolonged
periods of low wave heights ( summer months) when these
dissipative beaches morphodynamically approach rhythmic
morphotypes and are prone to the development of strong rip
current systems. The development of strong rips during summer
months (combined with a large number of unaware beachgoers
that frequent these beaches during this period) may be the main
cause of the large number of beach rescues at Volusia County
Beaches. The Sebastian and Miami coastal segments contain
beach morphotypes that are more favorable to the development
of strong rip systems for a wide range of wave heights. On these
beaches where rhythmic bar-beach morphology is the
predominate morphotype, which indicates cellular nearshore
circulation, even on calm days it is possible that many strong
currents are present.

Megarips, large-scale rip currents associated with extreme
wave heights ( . 1999), are common features on
structurally controlled beaches and adjacent to headlands and
coastal structures. On the east Florida coast, megarips are
associated with high waves in two types of situations: (1)
adjacent to coastal inlets and (2) associated with gaps in the
Florida Reef Tract ( 2003).

Risk factors commonly occurring south (downdrift) of inlets
includes deep water close to shore and strong plunging or
collapsing breakers on the beachface (see Figure 5). These

storm surge flooding, based on classification
of beach morphotypes, follows the basic pattern: (1) dissipative
morphotypes with/without dunes for developed/undeveloped
shores and (2) intermediate morphotypes. Perusal of Table 1
and Figure 4 indicates that these associations boil down to a
categorization of coastal hazard zones as follows: (1)
(dissipative beach morphotypes, no dune, developed shore), (2)

(intermediate-dissipative beach morphotypes, no dune,
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Notes: Coastal segments and subsections are shown in Figure 5. Presence or absence of coastal features shown in the table are extracted
from the subsections. The term storm refers to northeasters, tropical storms and hurricanes. Hazard risk categories are defined in the text.

Table 1. Regionalization of the Florida east coast in terms of morphodynamic beach type and storm hazards.

Coastal Beach State Storm Hazard- Dune No Developed Undeveloped
Segment/Subsection Morphotype Risk Category Present Dune Shore Shore

Daytona (Dissipative Morphotypes: Daytona Beach to Cocoa Beach)

Sebastian (Intermediate Morphotypes: Cocoa Beach to Vero Beach)

Fort Pierce (Dissipative Morphotypes: Fort Pierce Inlet to Jupiter Island)

Miami (Intermediate Morphotypes: Jupiter Island to Miami Beach)

1 Dissipative 2 X X
2 Dissipative 1 X X
3 Dissipative 2 X X
4 Dissipative 1 X X
5 Dissipative 4 X X

6 Intermediate 4 X X
7 Intermediate 3 X X
8 Intermediate 2 X X
9 Intermediate 3 X X

10 Intermediate 3 X X
11 Intermediate 3 X X

12 Dissipative 2 X X
13 Dissipative 4 X X
14 Dissipative 2 X X
15 Dissipative 2 X X

16 Intermediate 3 X X
17 Intermediate 4 X X
18 Intermediate 3 X X
19 Intermediate 2 X X
20 Intermediate 3 X X
21 Intermediate 2 X X
22 Intermediate 3 X X
23 Intermediate 2 X X
24 Intermediate 3 X X



coastal hazards obtain due to reflective beach morphotypes that

are sheltered from waves by structures ( jetties). Even

though wave height is relatively low in these protected

locations, the deep inshore water along steep-reflective

beachfaces poses a high risk to non-swimmers and/or

inexperienced swimmers.
Another hazard common to Florida east coast beaches is rock

outcrops (Anastasia Formation or abandoned coastal structures

such as groins) on the beachface and in the surf zone

1983). Outcrops that are partially submerged or which rise up

above the surrounding seafloor (Figure 5) pose a serious threat

to unsuspecting beachgoers. These kinds of hazards need to be

mapped on a regular basis so that dangerous locations can be

shared with the public to avoid beach-accidents. Sharks and

other biological hazards, despite their significant threat to the

public, are not part of the scope of this paper.
Some recommendations to increase beach safety in Florida

include: (1) training courses on surf zone morphodynamics for

lifeguards so they can make better rip current predictions under

different wave conditions; (2) public outreach ( folder

distribution on beaches) indicating hazardous conditions on

different beaches and showing geoindicators for rip currents,

and (3) mapping hardgrounds in the surfzone and on the

beachface for public dissemination.
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(FINKL,

Although beaches on the Atlantic coast of Florida are similar
to the intermediate beach types described by W and
S (1984) for Australian conditions, some adaptations are
necessary to account for the perched nature of Floridian
morphotypes and the impacts of morphodynamic feedbacks
from sediment starvation and hardground exposure. The
bimodal nature of beach sediment g
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Figure 5. Semi-submerged rocks in the surfzone in northern
Palm Beach County introduce a major hazard to the swimmer.
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Figure 4. Map displaying compartmentalization of the coast into 4 morphodynamic sections (Daytona, Sebastian, Ft. Pierce, and Miami)
and 24 hazard subsections along the Florida east coast. The definition of the 24 subsections is based on beach type, presence of dune and
whether the coast is developed or undeveloped.
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require sampling at multiple sections along the beach profile to
increase representativeneses and therefore increase the
accuracy of beach morphology predictions using the non-
dimensional fall velocity parameter (Ù).

Regional north-south trends in beach characteristics along
the Florida east coast include:
(1) Increase in grain size.
(2) Change in sediment composition from siliciclastics to

carbonates (increase in biogenic contribution to beach
sediments).

(3) Decrease in compaction (grain-size packing) of native
beaches.

(4) Decrease in wave height and period.
(5) Gradual shift from dissipative to intermediate beach

morphotypes.
(6) Increase in lithological inheritance and presence of coralgal

reefs.
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Engineering, Inc. We are also indebted to Chris Judd of the
Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP),
Bureau of Survey and Mapping, for supplying false color
infrared DOQQ imagery.
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Surge hazards (coastal flooding and infrastructure damage
during storms) along the east Florida shore were classified in
terms of four susceptibility ratings (extreme, high, moderate,
low) and applied according to different combinations of beach
morphotype, dunes, and whether the shore is developed to
produce 24 distinctive coastal segments. Even though
dissipative beach morphotypes occurring in the Daytona
coastal segment are morphodynamically stable compared to
intermediate beaches to the south, they exhibit the greatest risk
to storm surge conditions (high hazard ranking) due to flat
beachface slopes and intensively developed back shores
without protective dunes. The Sebastian coastal segment is least
susceptible to surge flooding and infrastructure damage due to
large undeveloped tracts, predominance of intermediate
beaches, and presence of well-developed dune systems.

Levels of beach safety are elevated by the common
occurrence of rip currents (especially in the Sebastian and
Miami coastal segments), rock outcrops on the beachface and in
the surf zone, and deep inshore water on the southern
(downdrift) margins of jettied inlets. A public awareness
campaign is recommended to reduce dangers associated with
different beach morphotypes. Increased public perception of
coastal hazards is enhanced by the classification of beach types
into manageable sections where risk can be reduced by
knowledge of coastal morphodynamic systems and proper
interaction with them, as demonstrated on many Australian and
southern Brazilian beaches (Santa Catarina).
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